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ABSTRACT: The structure and dynamics of the Dickerson DNA dodecamer [5′d(CGCGAATTCGCG)2] in
solution have been investigated by joint simulated annealing refinement against NMR and large-angle
X-ray scattering data (extending from 0.25 to 3 Å-1). The NMR data comprise an extensive set of heteroand homonuclear residual dipolar coupling and 31P chemical shift anisotropy restraints in two alignment
media, supplemented by NOE and 3J coupling data. The NMR and X-ray scattering data cannot be fully
ascribed to a single structure representation, indicating the presence of anisotropic motions that impact
the experimental observables in different ways. Refinement with ensemble sizes (Ne) of g2 to represent
the atomic motions reconciles all the experimental data within measurement error. Cross validation against
both the dipolar coupling and X-ray scattering data suggests that the optimal ensemble size required to
account for the current data is 4. The resulting ensembles permit one to obtain a detailed view of the
conformational space sampled by the dodecamer in solution and permit one to analyze fluctuations in
helicoidal parameters, sugar puckers, and BI-BII backbone transitions and to obtain quantitative metrics
of atomic motion such as generalized order parameters and thermal B factors. The calculated order
parameters are in good agreement with experimental order parameters obtained from 13C relaxation
measurements. Although DNA behaves as a relatively rigid rod with a persistence length of ∼150 bp,
dynamic conformational heterogeneity at the base pair level is functionally important since it readily
permits optimization of intermolecular protein-DNA interactions.

Although DNA is one of the stiffest polymers known with
a persistence length of ∼50 nm, equivalent to ∼150 bp of
B-DNA (1, 2), it is well-known that the intrinsic deformability and local flexibility of DNA are integral components
of its function (3). For example, DNA interacts with
numerous transcription factors. To achieve optimal intermolecular contacts, the conformation of the specific DNA
target site must be able to adapt itself to the shape of the
interaction surface on the interacting protein. In addition to
causing localized conformational changes in the DNA with
no long-range structural impact (4), binding of a protein to
DNA may induce both relatively minor degrees of DNA
bending (10-20°) as seen with numerous major groove
binding proteins and extensive DNA bending (>60°) and/
or kinking observed with numerous minor groove architectural binding proteins (e.g., HMG-box proteins, TATA
binding protein, and integration host factor) (5). In addition,
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DNA is tightly packaged and supercoiled within chromatin
(6).
Structural studies of DNA have focused principally on
single-crystal X-ray diffraction and solution NMR spectroscopy. Crystallography has not only elucidated the structures
of different conformational forms of DNA (B, A, and Z) at
the atomic level but also provided evidence of conformational
heterogeneity within a single form of DNA (7, 8). The picture
afforded by crystallography, however, is static in nature.
Solution NMR methods have also provided structural insights
into DNA (5, 9, 10). One approach has sought to derive very
precise single structures (precision of e0.2 Å) using extensive NMR data, including not only traditional NOE-derived
short (<5 Å) interproton distance restraints but also residual
dipolar coupling (RDC)1 and 31P chemical shift anisotropy
(CSA) restraints (11-15). The most recent of these studies
suggested that although a very precise structure could be
generated that satisfied the experimental data reasonably well,
there was evidence of conformational heterogeneity at the
level of the deoxyribose sugars since the sugar RDCs could
not be fully accounted for within experimental
1 Abbreviations: RDC, residual dipolar coupling; CSA, chemical
shift anisotropy; SAXS, small-angle X-ray scattering; LAXS, largeangle X-ray scattering; pos-db, base-base positional database potential
of mean force; rms, root-mean-square.
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error (15). Another approach has sought to represent
traditional NOE data by an ensemble of structures to account
for the presence of internally inconsistent restraints (1619). Unfortunately, NOE refinement does not cross-validate
beyond an ensemble size of 2 (20, 21).
NOE-derived interproton distance and J-coupling-derived
torsion-angle restraints provide purely local, short-range (e5
Å), semiquantitative, structural information (9, 22). RDC data
for fixed distance vectors (e.g., bonds) and CSA measurements provide quantitative orientational information relative
to the alignment tensor of the orienting medium (23, 24).
RDC data for variable distance vectors (e.g., 31P-1H, as well
as 1H-1H separated by more than two bonds) yield both
distance and orientational information (23-25). Complementary structural information in solution can also be
extracted from solution X-ray scattering intensities, which
are sensitive to larger-scale distances (26, 27). Moreover,
via measurement of X-ray scattering intensities at large
scattering angles, distances as small as the spacing between
adjacent base pairs can be reliably probed (28, 29).
Recent work on proteins has shown that a physical picture
of backbone atomic motions in solution can be obtained by
ensemble refinement against RDCs in multiple alignment
media and that the amplitudes of the derived motions are
consistent with those obtained from relaxation measurements
(30-32). In this paper, we seek to derive a physical picture
of motions in DNA using a similar approach based upon
ensemble refinement against NOE, J coupling, RDC and
CSA NMR data, and solution large-angle X-ray scattering
data. The duplex DNA investigated is the Dickerson dodecamer [d(CGCGAATTCGCG)2 (33)] which has served as a
model system for numerous experimental and theoretical
studies and for which extensive solution data are available.
In particular, a large amount of high-quality NOE, RDC,
CSA, and J coupling NMR data have been measured (12,
15), and the large-angle solution X-ray scattering spectrum
(28) is inconsistent with the structure obtained by refinement
against the most NMR data (15). Our work not only provides
a direct physical picture of the conformational space sampled
by the Dickerson DNA dodecamer but also reconciles the
NMR and solution X-ray scattering data.
METHODS AND THEORY
Ensemble Refinement. The ensemble refinement capabilities of Xplor-NIH (34, 35) and the potentials used for
ensemble refinement against RDCs, NOEs, and J couplings
have been described previously (30, 31). In this paper, we
follow previous work and employ additional restraints
derived from 31P CSA measurements (36), adapted for
ensemble refinement. Given a single structure, the CSA (∆δ)
is represented as

∆δ ) ∑ARσβ cos2(θR,β)

(1)

R,β

where R and β sum over the three principal moments of the
alignment and CSA tensors, respectively. AR and σβ represent
the values of the corresponding principal moments, while
θR,β is the angle between the associated principal axes. The
ensemble averaged CSA is simply
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〈∆δ〉e ) ∑Γi∆δi

(2)

i)1

where Γi and ∆δi are the weight and CSA for ensemble
member i, respectively, and Ne is the ensemble size. Γi is
normally taken to be 1/Ne. A harmonic potential term is
employed for refinement:

ECSA ) wCSA(〈∆δ〉e - ∆δobs)2

(3)

where wCSA is a scale factor and ∆δobs is the observed CSA
value.
Solution X-ray Scattering Refinement. In this section, we
describe our approach for solution X-ray scattering calculations and direct ensemble refinement. Given a plane wave
of X-ray radiation incident on a molecule in solution, the
scattering amplitude is approximated as

A(q) ) ∑fjeff(q)eiq‚rj

(4)

j

where the sum is over all atoms, q is the scattering vector
in reciprocal space, and rj and fjeff are the position and
effective scattering amplitude, respectively, of atom j. The
amplitude of the scattering vector q ) |q| is determined by
the experimental scattering angle 2θ and the wavelength of
the incident radiation, λ:

q ) 4π sin(θ)/λ

(5)

where θ ) 0 is the forward scattering direction.
In the current work, boundary layer effects are neglected
(37) so that the effective scattering amplitude can be written
as

fjeff(q) ) fj(q) - Fsgj(q)

(6)

where fj(q) is the vacuum atomic scattering amplitude, Fs is
the bulk solvent electron density, and gj is a scattering factor
due to excluded solvent (38). The values of fjeff(q) are
precomputed using standard expressions for atomic scattering
amplitudes and the solvent scattering factors (28, 39).
In solution, averaging is performed over a reciprocal space
solid angle such that the observed intensity is

I(q) ) 〈|A(q)|2〉Ω

(7)

where the bracket notation denotes average over solid angle.
This average can be expressed in closed form to yield the
Debye formula:

I(q) ) ∑fieff(q)fjeff(q) sinc(qrij)

(8)

i,j

where the sum is over all pairs of atoms, rij is the interatomic
distance, and sinc(x) ) sin(x)/x. The ensemble-averaged
Ne
value of I(q) is ∑i)1
ΓiIi(q), where Γi and Ii(q) are the
weight and scattering intensity, respectively, of ensemble
member i.
For the purposes of refinement, eq 8 is generally too
expensive for use in its raw form, as it scales as the square
of the number of atoms. To make the computation of I(q)
tractable for refinement, we employ two approximations,
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including approximating eq 7 by averaging I(q) computed
at discrete points on the surface of a sphere, and through
judicious use of atom globbing introduced previously (40,
41). Recently, Gabel et al. (42) have presented an approach
for efficiently incorporating small-angle X-ray scattering data
into NMR refinement by expressing I(q) as a power series
in q. Such an approach can be quite effective for small angles
but is unlikely to work in the current large-angle regime in
which I(q) contains multiple peaks and troughs.
From eq 4, one can see that the scattering amplitude due
to a group of atoms is linear in the number of atoms. Hence,
it makes sense to compute amplitude instead of intensity.
The scattering intensity can then be obtained by numerically
integrating eq 7. We found that if the points are taken
uniformly on the surface of the sphere [for example, via the
spiral algorithm (43)], relatively few points are required to
obtain a good approximation to eq 8. For macromolecules,
we found that I(q) is well-represented by tens of points at
small scattering amplitudes and up to hundreds of points at
the larger values of q sampled in this study. When the number
of grid points is not quite large enough, the current method
seems to fail gracefully (the resulting error grows slowly
with an increasing q), unlike the approach in which the
scattering amplitude is expanded in terms of spherical
harmonics (27).
Additional computational speedup is possible with this
approach if we sample I(q) at equally spaced values of q
and if the surface grid on which A(q) is evaluated is reused
at each value of q. In this case, the contribution of atom j to
A(q) is given by

fjeff(q)eiq‚rj ) fjeff(q)[exp(i∆qq̂‚rj)]n

(9)

where q ) n∆q, ∆q is the spacing in q, and q̂ is a unit vector
in the direction of q. Thus, the exponential needs to be
computed only once for each atom (for n ) 1), and this value
is then reused for all other values of q by simple multiplication.
In addition to the finite difference approximation to eq 7,
we employ the globbing approximation used by others (37,
39-41). In this approximation, the contribution of multiple
atoms is approximated by a scattering center at the average
atom position (weighted by the number of electrons) with
the following scattering amplitude:

fglob(q) ) [∑fieff(q)fjeff(q) sinc(qrij)]1/2

(10)

i,j

where the sum is over all atoms in the glob. We typically
use globs consisting of at most three atoms. As in ref 39,
we use a multiplicative q-dependent correction factor cglob
to correct for the errors introduced by globbing:

I(q) ) cglob(q)Iglob(q)

(11)

where Iglob(q) is the scattering intensity obtained using the
globbic scattering factors. We calculate cglob using the full
Debye expression so that it also corrects errors introduced
by the finite grid approximation to I(q).
A harmonic energy potential was used for refinement
against solution-phase scattering intensity

Escat ) wscat∑ωj[ln〈I(qj)〉e - ln Iobs(qj)]2

(12)

j

where wscat is an overall scale factor on the energy term, ωj
is a per-q weighting, Iobs(qj) is the observed scattering
intensity, and the sum is over all values of qj. When
experimental errors are available, it is best to set the ωj equal
to the inverse square of the error. For SAXS refinement, the
energy is generally taken to be proportional to the χ2 of
intensity, i.e., with a straight linear difference and with ωj
taken to be 1/err[Iobs(qj)]2 (39). In the study presented here,
the experimental errors were not available and, more
importantly, the region of focus is the large q/small Iq region
of the scattering curve (28, 29), so the natural logarithm of
the difference was used with uniform error weighting (wj )
1).
Atomic scattering factors and atomic volumes for DNA
were obtained from D. M. Tiede (private communication)
and are available for general use in the Xplor-NIH package
(34, 35). Unlike the case of small-angle scattering, the
parametrization of Iq (through feff) for large-angle scattering
is lower in quality such that quantitative agreement of peak
intensity is not achieved (28, 29). Peak positions do seem to
be reproduced well by eq 8 using the current parametrization.
We found that the quality of the I(q) curve is sufficiently
high that direct fitting of observed versus calculated I(q) via
eq 12 was successful, and we did not need to take the more
involved step of fitting peak positions. Solution X-ray
scattering data (28) were fit to a cubic spline, and two sets
of data were then generated with uniform spacing in q. One,
with 30 data points (Nq), was used for refinement, while a
second set (Nq ) 61) was used for plotting purposes and to
monitor how well the Nq ) 30 set represented the data. Data
were unavailable for q < 0.25 Å-1, so data points with
smaller q values were given zero weight in refinement. Since
the overall scale of the scattering data is unknown, experimental and calculated curves were normalized to their values
at the arbitrary point where q ) 0.31 Å-1.
Potential Terms Used in Refinement. Multiple terms were
included in the target function employed for ensemble
refinement, including experimental NMR and X-ray scattering (see above) restraints, knowledge-based potentials of
mean force, and geometrical terms.
The experimental NMR restraints were as follows. A total
of 964 RDC restraints (comprising 16 15N-1H, 350 13C1
H, 44 31P-1H, and 554 1H-1H RDCs) measured in two
alignment media (bicelles and phage pf1) were employed
(15), using a weighting scheme in which terms were scaled
by the inverse square of the experimental error (30-32).
Twenty-two 31P CSA restraints in the same two orienting
media provide additional local orientational information for
the phosphate group (15). Twenty-two measured 3JH3′-P
scalar couplings restrain the  torsion angle via a Karplus
relationship (44). One hundred sixty-two NOE-derived
interproton distance restraints (50 intraresidue, 108 sequential, and 4 interstrand) from ref 12 were employed. These
restraints were treated as described in ref 13.
The following potential terms were used to preserve the
general global features of the double helix. The R, β, and γ
torsion angles were restrained to the range of values observed
for right-handed DNA [-70 ( 50°, 180 ( 50°, and 60 (
35°, respectively (7, 13)] and serve only to prevent local
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Table 1: Scaling of Force Constants during Refinement

experimental
RDC (kcal mol-1 Hz-2)
NOE-derived distances (kcal mol-1 Å-2)
J coupling (kcal mol-1 Hz-2)
CSA (kcal mol-1 ppb-2)
X-ray scattering (kcal mol-1)
knowledge-based
base pair hydrogen bond (kcal mol-1 Å-4)
torsion-angle database (kcal mol-1)
base-base positional database (kcal mol-1)
R, β, and γ torsion angles (kcal mol-1 rad-2)
relative atom position (kcal mol-1 Å-2)
shape (kcal mol-1 Å-4)
orient (kcal mol-1 deg-2)
quartic vdw nonbonded (kcal mol-1 Å-4)
vdw radius scale factor
bond (kcal mol-1 Å-2)
angle (kcal mol-1 rad-2)
improper (kcal mol-1 rad-2)

initial
value

final
value

0.01
2
10
0.01
4000

1
30
10
0.2
4000

400
0.2
0.2
200
100
10
2500
0.004
0.9
400
200
50

1200
0.2
0.2
200
100
10
25000
4
0.78
1000
500
500

mirror images (9, 11, 13, 14). The remaining torsion angles
were not explicitly restrained. The latter torsion angles are
as follows: δ, correlated to sugar pucker; glycosidic bond
torsion angle χ which impacts propeller twist; and  and ζ
which are associated with interconversion between BI and
BII DNA forms (45). Base pair hydrogen bond distance
restraints were employed as in ref 13. Base pair planarity
restraints were used to prevent undue buckling while
allowing propeller twisting to occur (13, 46).
Two multidimensional knowledge-based potentials of
mean force were employed. These potentials were derived
from high-resolution (<2 Å) nucleic acid crystal structures
and provide a gentle bias toward previously measured
structures in cases where direct experimental data are absent
(13, 14). The base-base positional database potential relates
to the relative positions of neighboring bases (intra- and
interstrand) (13) and the torsion-angle database potential to
the R, β, γ, δ, , ζ, and χ torsion angles (14).
Two types of potential terms were used to explicitly
prevent relative motion between ensemble members, as the
time scale of the NMR observables used as restraints
precludes significant intraensemble rotation. It is important
to note that relative rotation of ensemble members is
undesirable as these degrees of freedom allow the arbitrary
satisfaction of RDC data but with no physical meaning.
Further restriction of relative motion is used to improve the
convergence of the calculations. In this regard, we note that
this study addresses the question of the minimal amount of
relative motion among ensemble members required to
account for the experimental data. The relative atom position
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potential (30) was applied to restrain phosphorus atoms to
lie within 0.5 Å of each other. The Shape potential (30) was
employed to more directly restrict overall rotation and
intraensemble shape changes. The eigenvalues of the shape
tensor of each ensemble member were restrained to lie within
1 Å2 of each other, while the tensor orientations of the
ensemble members were restrained to lie within 1° of each
other. In addition, the orientations of the axes of the six shape
tensors, defined by the heavy atoms of each ensemble
member’s central 6 bp, were restricted to lie within 10° of
each other. This is a relatively soft restraint, and we found
no significant changes if we allowed up to 20° of rotation
for this energy term.
No explicit potential term was used to maintain the
symmetry of the palindromic DNA dodecamer; thus, individual ensemble members were allowed to be asymmetric.
However, all the potential terms are symmetric, and the
resulting ensembles were closely checked to be symmetric
to a good approximation. The usual geometrical covalent
bond, angle, and improper terms were employed along with
a quartic nonbonded van der Waals repulsion term to prevent
atomic overlap (9).
Refinement Protocol. One hundred ensemble structures
were calculated using a simulated annealing protocol in
which dynamics and minimization were performed in torsionangle space via the internal variable module (IVM) (47) of
Xplor-NIH (34, 35), employing its variable time step size
feature. Atomic masses were set to 100 amu, except for those
used to represent alignment tensors which were set to 300
amu. The structure determination protocol consisted of
dynamics for 10 ps at 3000 K, followed by annealing from
3000 to 25 K in 25 K increments, with dynamics for 0.2 ps
at each temperature. Final gradient minimization was performed in torsion-angle space, followed by all degrees of
freedom minimization in Cartesian coordinates. The degrees
of freedom for the alignment tensors were strictly restricted
to physical values using the IVM throughout. Because a small
percentage of the ensembles were found to not converge,
only the 50 lowest-energy ensembles were used for analysis.
Force constants for the various potential terms were either
scaled geometrically during refinement or held constant,
while the atomic radius used in the nonbonded interaction
term was scaled down such that the initial energy surface is
smoothed (9, 48-50). Additionally, the globic scattering
correction cglob was computed at each temperature, before
dynamics. The values of the force constants for the various
potential terms were chosen relative to the final value of
1000 kcal mol-1 Å-2 for the bonding potential such that the
associated restraints were maximally satisfied without adversely affecting other potential terms (9, 11, 13, 48, 49).

Table 2: Structural Statistics for Experimental Restraints
rms deviations between experimental and calculated values
RDC (Hz)a
CSA (ppb)
3
JH3′-P (Hz)
NOE (Å)
X-ray scatteringb

Ne ) 1

Ne ) 2

Ne ) 4

Ne ) 8

0.76 ( 0.01
2.40 ( 0.13
0.60 ( 0.04
0.07 ( 0.004
0.27 ( 0.01

0.47 ( 0.01
1.77 ( 0.34
0.19 ( 0.02
0.04 ( 0.01
0.18 ( 0.02

0.44 ( 0.01
1.62 ( 0.23
0.15 ( 0.02
0.01 ( 0.005
0.22 ( 0.02

0.44 ( 0.01
1.78 ( 0.36
0.13 ( 0.02
0.01 ( 0.003
0.21 ( 0.02

a
The weighted RDC rms deviation is defined in eq 13. b The values for the X-ray scattering rms deviations are normalized values and therefore
unitless.
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FIGURE 1: Stereoviews illustrating a comparison of (A) a best-fit superposition of four representative Ne ) 1 structures with (B) a single
representative Ne ) 4 ensemble.

The values used in refinement are listed in Table 1.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Impact of Ensemble Size on Refinement. Refinement
against experimental NMR and X-ray scattering restraints
was carried out for ensemble sizes Ne ranging from 1 to 8.
A summary of the structural statistics is provided in Table
2. The agreement with the experimental data for Ne ) 1 lies
outside the experimental error. Large improvements for the
experimental terms are seen as the ensemble size is increased

to 2, and thereafter, smaller improvements in most of the
experimental restraints are observed. Four representative
structures calculated with Ne ) 1 are compared to a single
representative Ne ) 4 ensemble in Figure 1. It is readily
apparent that the Ne ) 1 structures (Figure 1A) are highly
precise, whereas the conformational space sampled by the
Ne ) 4 ensemble (Figure 1B) is significantly larger (see also
Table 3). However, if one considers the atomic rms difference
between the individual ensemble means and the overall mean
(i.e., more than 50 independent calculations), these values

Joint NMR and X-ray Scattering Ensemble Refinement of DNA
Table 3: Conformational Space Sampled and Coordinate Precision
as a Function of Ensemble Size
Ne

intraensemble conformational
space sampled (Å)a

interensemble coordinate
precisionb (Å)

1
2
4
8

0.69 ( 0.05
0.82 ( 0.05
1.11 ( 0.13

0.35 ( 0.17
0.52 ( 0.12
0.47 ( 0.08
0.67 ( 0.22

a

The conformational space sampled by members within a given
ensemble is defined as the average rms of the ensemble members to
the unregularized ensemble average. b The interensemble coordinate
precision measures the conformational space sampled by the ensemble
means from 50 independent calculations. When Ne ) 1, this is simply
the average atomic rms difference between the individual structures
and the restrained regularized mean. When Ne g 2, this is given by the
average atomic rms difference between the regularized mean for each
ensemble and the overall regularized mean.

are actually quite comparable to the coordinate precision for
Ne ) 1 ensembles (see Table 3).
Average structures were calculated by restrained regularization of the ensemble average structures for each value of
Ne in the presence of experimental restraints (13, 48, 49, 51).
A comparison of the restrained regularized average structures
for cases where Ne ) 1 and Ne ) 4 is shown in Figure 2.
While these two structures are quite similar with an atomic
rms difference of 1.1 Å, the Ne ) 1 average structure is
clearly somewhat compressed relative to the Ne ) 4 average
structure. The Ne ) 2 and 4 overall average structures are
most similar with a heavy atom rms difference of 0.54 Å,
followed by the Ne ) 4 and 8 overall average structures
which differ by 0.65 Å (Table 4).
A complete comparison of the heavy atom rms differences
between the overall average Ne ) 1, 2, 4, and 8 structures
and four previously published NMR structures is provided
in Table 4. The latter are as follows. 1GIP (13) and 1DUF
(12) are based on the same NOE, RDC (1DNH, 1DCH, and
DHH in one alignment medium), and 3JH3′-P coupling
restraints but differ in terms of the representation of the
nonbonded contacts (see below). 1NAJ (15) is based on the
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Table 4: Heavy-Atom Structural Comparison of
Ensemble-Averaged Structures with Those of Previous Studiesa
rms difference (Å)
Ne ) 1
Ne ) 2
Ne ) 4
Ne ) 8
1GIP
1NAJ
1DUF

Ne ) 2

Ne ) 4

Ne ) 8

1GIP

1NAJ

1DUF

171D

0.85

1.14
0.54

1.23
0.90
0.65

1.46
1.04
1.10
1.36

1.31
1.21
1.47
1.72
0.98

1.66
1.34
1.44
1.74
0.84
0.76

3.37
2.84
2.95
3.36
2.65
2.66
2.30

a

PDB entries 1GIP (13), 1NAJ (15), 1DUF (12), and 171D (52).
1GIP and 1DUF are calculated with the same set of NOE, RDC (1DCH,
1
DNH, and DHH in one alignment medium), and 3JH3′-P restraints but
differ in the representation of the nonbonded interactions. 1GIP employs
a simple repulsive van der Waals term coupled with the base-base
positional database potential of mean force and the multidimensional
torsion-angle database potential of mean force (13), while 1DUF uses
Lennard-Jones van der Waals and electrostatic potentials (12). 1NAJ
and Ne ) 1 structures are calculated using the same protocols that were
used for 1DUF and 1GIP, respectively, except that the Ne ) 1 structure
includes the X-ray scattering term, and both 1NAJ and Ne ) 1 structures
make use of many more RDC (including DPH3′ RDCs) and 31P CSA
restraints in two alignment media (15). 171D is an older structure based
solely on NOE data.

same experimental restraints used in these calculations that
include not only the experimental data used for 1GIP and
1DUF but also many more RDCs, including DPH3′ RDCs,
and 31P CSA restraints from two alignment media, and makes
use of the same representation of the nonbonded interactions
as 1DUF; and 171D (52), based on NOE data only. The
nonbonded interactions for 1GIP and the calculations presented here are represented by a repulsive van der Waals
term together with multidimensional torsion-angle and basebase positional database potentials of mean force (13); 1DUF
(12) and 1NAJ (15), on the other hand, make use of LennardJones, van der Waals, and electrostatic terms from the
CHARMM empirical energy potential (53-55). The Ne )
1 average structure is most similar to 1NAJ, which is not
surprising since the same RDC and CSA data were employed
in the calculation of the 1NAJ structure. However, of the

FIGURE 2: Stereoview showing a best-fit superposition of the regularized mean Ne ) 1 (blue) and Ne ) 4 (red) structures. For Ne ) 4, this
structure is derived from the average ensemble structures for 50 ensembles.
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FIGURE 3: Correlation between observed and calculated RDCs for the top 50 ensembles for ensemble sizes of 1, 2, 4, and 8. The different
dipolar couplings are color-coded. Error bars represent the deviation among the 50 ensembles.

previously determined structures, the Ne g 2 ensemble
average structures correspond most closely to 1GIP (13),
which, of the previously determined structures, also most
closely fits the solution X-ray scattering data (28). This
suggests that the additional 31P-H3′ RDC and 31P CSA data
used for both 1NAJ (15) and the current study bias the single
Ne ) 1 structure away from the solution X-ray scattering
data, and it is only by introducing an ensemble representation
(Ne g 2) that these data can be reconciled. This observation
provides direct evidence of the presence of significant
degrees of anisotropic motion that impacts the various
experimental restraints differentially because of their different
averaging properties.
RDCs, Ensemble Size, and Cross Validation. Figure 3
shows the RDC correlation between observed and calculated
values for ensemble sizes of 1, 2, 4, and 8. It is seen that
there is visible improvement in the fit when going from Ne
) 1 to Ne ) 4. In particular, when Ne ) 1, the dipolar
couplings associated with the sugar atoms are least well fit
and display the largest amount of dispersion.
To quantitatively assess the agreement between all observed and calculated RDCs, we make use of the following
weighted RDC rms deviation given by

rmsd2 ) ∑Nkσk-2rmsdk2(∑Nkσk-2)-1
k

(13)

k

where Nk is the number of restraints in a particular RDC
class, σk is an estimate of experimental error in that class,
rmsdk is the unweighted deviation for the class, and the sum

FIGURE 4: Dependence of the weighted RDC rmsd on ensemble
size for working (included in the refinement, black) and free (crossvalidated, red) RDCs. Cross validation was carried out by omitting
10 sets of 50 randomly chosen RDCs (of a total of 964). Error
bars denote deviations across the 10 data sets.

is over all RDC classes. A plot of the weighted RDC rmsd
as a function of Ne (Figure 4) clearly shows that the
agreement improves dramatically with an increase in Ne from
1 to 2, with very minor improvements with further increases
in Ne. The question of the optimal size of Ne therefore arises.
To assess for overfitting and determine the optimal size
of Ne, complete cross validation was performed (56) using
10 sets of refinement calculations for each ensemble size
(Ne ) 1, 2, 4, and 8), in which 50 (approximately 5%)
randomly chosen RDC restraints were removed from the set
used for refinement. The resulting weighted rmsd for the
free RDCs (i.e., those not included in the calculations) is
shown in Figure 4 which reveals a shallow minimum at Ne
) 4. These results agree well with the results of full
refinement and suggest that the Ne ) 4 representation is the
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FIGURE 6: Comparison of the solution X-ray scattering peak
position rms difference between observed and calculated values
for Ne ) 1, 2, 4, and 8 ensembles calculated with (black) and
without (red) the X-ray scattering potential term in the refinement
target function. For the Ne ) 1 structures obtained without the X-ray
scattering term, the first peak is absent and is therefore excluded
from the rms deviation calculation for that point.

FIGURE 5: Comparison of experimental and calculated solution
X-ray scattering curves. Curves from the best 50 ensembles for Ne
values of 1, 2, 4, and 8 are displayed with an offset from the
experimental scattering curve. Black and red vertical dashed lines
represent the average peak positions for Ne ) 1 and 4, respectively.
A single, unconverged Ne ) 8 curve was omitted from the plot.

most appropriate, given the current experimental data set. It
is also interesting to note that the Ne ) 4 calculations exhibit
higher interensemble coordinate precision than the Ne ) 2
and 8 calculations and that the standard deviation in the value
of the precision for the Ne ) 4 calculations is the smallest
of any of the calculations (cf. Table 3).
Solution X-ray Scattering Results. A comparison of
experimental solution X-ray scattering curves with those
calculated from the various calculated ensembles is shown
in Figure 5, and a comparison of peak positions is provided
in Table 5. It should be noted that peak intensities are not
quantitatively reproduced as discussed in Methods and
Theory and seen in previous work (28, 29). The experimental
data display four major peaks at 0.48, 1.14, 1.54, and 1.87
Å-1. Previous work (28, 29) has demonstrated that the

position of the final peak is due to interference between
neighboring base pairs, and consequently, the solution X-ray
scattering potential term provides an important restraint on
the compression and/or extension of the DNA dodecamer.
The curves for the Ne ) 1 structures clearly contain an
additional incorrect peak at 1.73 Å-1, and the positions of
the other four peaks exhibit significant deviations from the
experimentally observed positions, particularly for the 1.87
Å-1 peak (Figure 5). When Ne ) 2, an incorrect peak at
1.74 Å-1 is still present, albeit less prominent than that when
Ne ) 1, and the positions of the other peaks improve
somewhat. When Ne ) 4 and 8, the experimentally observed
and calculated peak positions match up extremely well.
We also performed full refinement calculations without
the solution X-ray scattering term for comparison and crossvalidation purposes, and the resulting peak positions are
included in Table 5. When Ne ) 4, 20% of the resulting
ensembles contain the spurious fourth peak, but the positions
of the other peaks compare favorably with experiment. A
plot of peak position rms deviation to experiment for the
four major peaks, obtained from calculations both including
and excluding the solution X-ray scattering term in refinement, is shown in Figure 6. The minimum for the cross-

Table 5: Peak Positions of X-ray Scattering Curvesa
peak position (Å-1)

structure
experimentalb
ensemble refinement with
the X-ray scattering term
Ne ) 1
Ne ) 2
Ne ) 4
Ne ) 8
ensemble refinement without
the scattering termc
Ne ) 1x
Ne ) 2x
Ne ) 4x
Ne ) 8x
published NMR structuresd
1GIP
1NAJ
1DUF
171D

0.48

1.14

1.54

-

1.87

0.54 ( 0.00
0.51 ( 0.01
0.51 ( 0.00
0.52 ( 0.00

1.14 ( 0.00
1.14 ( 0.01
1.12 ( 0.00
1.13 ( 0.01

1.48 ( 0.00 (46)
1.54 ( 0.01
1.52 ( 0.02
1.54 ( 0.02

1.73 ( 0.034
1.74 ( 0.02 (25)
1.68 ( 0.00 (1)

1.98 ( 0.023
1.90 ( 0.03 (36)
1.84 ( 0.01
1.83 ( 0.01 (49)

0.49 ( 0.01 (27)
0.49 ( 0.01 (48)
0.52 ( 0.01

1.11 ( 0.00
1.11 ( 0.01
1.11 ( 0.01
1.12 ( 0.01

1.46 ( 0.00
1.47 ( 0.02
1.49 ( 0.01
1.52 ( 0.02

1.73 ( 0.00
1.74 ( 0.02 (41)
1.73 ( 0.03 (10)
1.77 ( 0.00 (1)

1.97 ( 0.00
1.95 ( 0.02
1.88 ( 0.02 (48)
1.83 ( 0.01 (35)

0.47 ( 0.03
-

1.11 ( 0.01
1.10 ( 0.00
1.08 ( 0.02
1.04

1.50 ( 0.00
1.43 ( 0.00
1.41 ( 0.01
1.37

1.74 ( 0.01
1.70 ( 0.02
1.70

1.85 ( 0.00
1.97 ( 0.01
1.92 ( 0.02
1.90

a
The deviations represent the standard deviations between different ensembles and in the case of the PDB entries the standard deviations between
different models deposited in that entry. The numbers in parentheses denote the number of ensembles (out of 50) which contain this peak. If there
is no number, then all 50 ensembles have this peak. b From ref 28. c The x denotes ensemble calculations performed without the solution X-ray
scattering term. d PDB entries 1GIP (13), 1NAJ (15), 1DUF (12), and 171D (52).
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FIGURE 7: Distribution of helicoidal parameters describing the dodecamer double helix as a function of ensemble size. Angular parameters
are plotted on clockfaces where the top corresponds to 0°, the right side to 90°, and the bottom to 180°. Helical rise is plotted on a bar chart
with ticks at 1 Å intervals, with the bottom being at 1 Å. The figure was generated by accumulating the output from the Curves program
(57) from each of the structures of the top 50 ensembles for Ne values of 1, 2, 4, and 8. The highest probability is denoted with red,
followed by green and then blue. Abbreviations: prop, propeller twist; twist, helical twist.

validated curve is at Ne ) 4, consistent with the results
obtained from RDC cross validation (Figure 4). All the Ne
) 1 structures calculated without the X-ray scattering term
(Ne ) 1x in Table 5) are missing the first peak and contain
the spurious fourth peak. However, when Ne ) 4 and 8, good
cross validation with the solution X-ray scattering data is
obtained. Thus, if the ensembles with spurious and/or missing
peaks are filtered out, Ne g 4 refinement using RDC and
other NMR restraints produces structures that are fully
consistent with the solution X-ray scattering data. Note that
the converse, namely, cross validation of RDC and CSA
restraints against the X-ray scattering data, is not expected
since the former are very sensitive to local bond vector
orientations and the latter reflects global overall structure.
Structural Analysis of Helical Parameters. A detailed
analysis of helical properties was obtained using the Curves
program (57), and the results from the top 50 ensembles for
each ensemble size are displayed in Figure 7. The average
helical twist and rise for the Ne ) 4 ensemble calculations
are provided in Table 6 (values for the other ensemble sizes
are given in the Supporting Information). Relatively small

Table 6: Average Values of Helical Rise and Twist for the Ne ) 4
Ensemble Calculations Obtained by Refinement against NMR and
X-ray Scattering Data
base pair step

helical rise (Å)

helical twist (deg)

1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7

4.3 ( 1.0
3.1 ( 0.6
3.6 ( 0.6
3.8 ( 0.4
3.4 ( 0.5
2.9 ( 0.3

31.6 ( 9.6
30.7 ( 3.2
34.3 ( 3.6
35.8 ( 3.6
36.9 ( 3.3
36.5 ( 3.9

changes in the ensemble mean values of the helical twist,
roll, and tilt parameters, all of which are close to those of
canonical B-DNA, are seen along the nucleotide sequence.
The first two base pair steps are a little underwound which
is not unexpected, but the mean helical twist angles for the
central 6 bp steps are within (2° of 36°, characteristic of
B-DNA. The ensemble mean base pair tilt and roll angles
are very close to 0°, with the exception of the roll angle for
the central base pair step which is somewhat larger (mean
of ca. -9°). Mean propeller twist exhibits a trend toward
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Table 7: Comparison of Average Rise for the Central 10 bp for
Various Structuresa
structureb

average helical rise (Å)

1GIP
1DUF
1NAJ
Ne ) 1
Ne ) 4
pos-db and LAXS
LAXS without pos-db
pos-db without LAXS
no pos-db and no LAXS

3.40 ( 0.09
3.26 ( 0.05
3.18 ( 0.17
3.17 ( 0.23
3.41 ( 0.22
3.39 ( 0.36
3.28 ( 0.17
3.27 ( 0.28

a
Abbreviations: pos-db, base-base positional database potential of
mean force; LAXS, experimental large-angle X-ray scattering data.
b PDB entries 1GIP (13), 1DUF (12), and 1NAJ (15). The N ) 4
e
ensemble calculations include all RDC (1DCH, 1DNH, DHH, and DPH3′ in
two alignment media) and 31P CSA restraints used for 1NAJ and Ne )
1 structures with the nonbonded term represented by a repulsive van
der Waals potential and multidimensional torsion-angle database of
mean force, with or without the base-base positional database potential
(pos-db) as indicated, in the presence or absence of the large-angle
X-ray scattering restraints as noted.
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Table 8: Fraction of Structures Taking the BI Form, Averaged over
All Ensembles
fraction BI form
base step

Ne ) 2

Ne ) 4

Ne ) 8

predicteda

C1pG2
G2pC3
C3pG4
G4pA5
A5pA6
A6pT7
T7pT8
T8pC9
C9pG10
G10pC11
C11pG12

0.72 ( 0.25
0.82 ( 0.24
0.65 ( 0.23
0.50 ( 0.00
1.00 ( 0.00
1.00 ( 0.00
1.00 ( 0.00
1.00 ( 0.00
0.63 ( 0.22
1.00 ( 0.00
0.88 ( 0.22

0.81 ( 0.17
0.75 ( 0.04
0.75 ( 0.00
0.53 ( 0.08
0.75 ( 0.00
1.00 ( 0.00
0.99 ( 0.06
0.89 ( 0.13
0.75 ( 0.00
0.79 ( 0.09
0.78 ( 0.08

0.65 ( 0.15
0.66 ( 0.10
0.67 ( 0.06
0.58 ( 0.08
0.78 ( 0.06
0.95 ( 0.06
0.93 ( 0.07
0.84 ( 0.06
0.69 ( 0.11
0.79 ( 0.07
0.85 ( 0.10

0.64
0.78
0.64
0.63
0.88
1.00
1.00
0.91
0.64
0.78
0.64

a
The predicted solution values are taken from ref 58 and were
derived empirically on the basis of cross correlation between sequential
H2′(i)-H6/H8(i + 1), H2′′(i)-H6/H8(i + 1), and H6/H8(i)-H6/H8(i
+ 1) distances (from X-ray structures and NOE data), the  - ζ values
in X-ray structures, and 31P chemical shifts in solution.

FIGURE 9: Comparison of the ratio of BI to BII phosphate backbone
conformations observed in the Ne ) 4 ensembles (red) with
empirically predicted values in solution (black; ref 58) for the
different base steps. Error bars denote the deviation in the values
obtained for the top 50 ensembles.
FIGURE 8: Dials representation of the distribution of sugar
pseudorotation angles P describing sugar pucker as a function of
ensemble size. Red indicates the highest probability of a given
pucker value, while blue indicates the lowest non-zero probability.
Each dial represents an angle as a position around its edge, with
the top being 0°, the right side to 90°, and the bottom 180°. The
tick marks denote the following sugar pucker conformations: C3′endo (18°), C4′-exo (54°), O1′-exo (90°), C1′-exo (126°), C2′-endo
(162°), C3′-exo (198°), C4′-endo (234°), O1′-endo (270°), C1′endo (306°), and C2′-exo (342°). The pseudorotation angles for
nucleotides 7-18 are related to those shown by symmetry.

more negative values at the center of the dodecamer: when
Ne ) 4, the average values range from -3° for the terminal
base pairs to -19° for the central base pair. While the
distribution of all parameters broadens when one moves to
a larger ensemble size, some remain in a relatively small
range, such as the helical twist for the central base pair step
(base pairs 6 and 7), taking a value of 37 ( 4° when Ne )
8. In general, average values differ only slightly with larger
ensemble size, with the exception of base pair rise; while
there is a population near the Ne ) 1 values (∼3 Å), the
distribution to larger values when Ne g 2 leads to larger
average rise values.
Average values of the helical rise for the central 10 bp
are listed in Table 7 for the 1GIP (13) 1DUF (12), 1NAJ
(15), and Ne ) 1 structures, together with those for the Ne
) 4 ensemble calculated for all combinations of the basebase positional database potential of mean force (pos-db)

and X-ray scattering term on and off. It can now be
understood why the 1GIP structure reproduces the X-ray
scattering term better than those structures determined from
a larger quantity of experimental NMR data such as the 1NAJ
and Ne ) 1 structures (cf. Table 5). The 1GIP structure (13)
does not include the 31P-H3′ RDC and 31P CSA data, unlike
the 1NAJ (15) and Ne ) 1 structures, but does include the
pos-db term. The latter term provides a gentle restraint that
biases base-base distances to those of high-quality X-ray
crystal structures, thereby overcoming the limitations of
traditional representations of nonbonded contacts for DNA
which have a tendency to either compress (Lennard-Jones
and electrostatic potentials) or expand (van der Waals
repulsion potential) the DNA (13). As a result, the average
base pair rise for 1GIP is close to that of the Ne ) 4 structures
that include both the solution X-ray scattering data and posdb potential. The 1DUF structure (12) was calculated using
the same experimental restraints that were used for the 1GIP
structure but does not include the pos-db, the result being
that the 1DUF structure is compressed by the Lennard-Jones
and electrostatic potential terms used in that calculation. The
Ne ) 1 structures include the X-ray and pos-db terms but
could not resist the compression tendency arising from the
31P-H3′ RDC and 31P CSA restraints. Increasing the
ensemble size to 4 allows the RDC and CSA restraints to
be satisfied with a base pair rise that is consistent with the
X-ray scattering data. Under these circumstances, the effect
of the pos-db term is minimal; that is, the average base pair
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FIGURE 10: Generalized order parameters (S2) calculated from the top 50 ensembles with ensemble sizes of 2 (red), 4 (green), and 8 (blue).
Experimental order parameters derived from 13C relaxation data (60) are shown as black circles. Order parameters for residues 13-24 are
related by symmetry to those plotted. Error bars indicate variation among the 50 computed ensembles.

rise values are unaffected by the presence or absence of the
pos-db term.
For each ensemble, a restrained regularized average was
calculated, and the overall bend angle, calculated using the
Curves program (57), was determined using only the center
10 bp. The resulting values are 16 ( 1°, 12 ( 4°, 11 ( 4°,
and 14 ( 10° when Ne ) 1, 2, 4, and 8, respectively. The
Ne g 2 values are consistent with those found previously
(12, 13, 15).
Deoxyribose Conformation. Sugar pseudorotation phase
angles (P; 57) were computed for the ensembles, with results
shown in Figure 8. The Ne ) 1 structures are quite precise,
with evidence of the idealized B-form 2′-endo conformation
at P ) 162° and the 1′-exo form at P ) 126°, in addition to
smaller pucker values. In ref 15, an attempt to take sugar
motion into account was made by fitting a linear combination
of 2′-endo and 3′-endo sugar puckers to the RDC data. Here
we see that large variations in the puckers do indeed occur
when Ne g 2, possibly including sampling the 3′-endo form.
For some of the nucleotides, distinct subpopulations are
present, while for others, there is a more continuous
distribution. An example of the presence of distinct subpopulations is seen in nucleotides C3 and A6. It is noteworthy
that, for both nucleotides, the structural bifurcation present
when Ne ) 2 and 4 is much less pronounced when Ne ) 8.
BI-BII Phosphate Conformations. Crystallographic data
have shown that the sugar-phosphate backbone can adopt
two possible conformations, the more common BI form,
typical of canonical B-DNA, and a rarer BII form (45). These
two conformations are defined by the  and ζ torsion

angles: negative values of  - ζ correspond to the BI form,
while positive values correspond to the BII form (45). When
Ne ) 1, only the BI state is observed. When Ne g 2, both BI
and BII forms are sampled, and the average percentage of
BI form in an ensemble, averaged over the top 50 ensembles,
is provided in Table 8, with a visual representation for the
Ne ) 4 ensemble shown in Figure 9. The nucleotide base
step sequence dependencies for the Ne ) 4 and 8 ensembles
are in excellent agreement with predicted solution values
derived empirically on the basis of cross correlation between
sequential H2′(i)-H6/H8(i + 1), H2′′(i)-H6/H8(i + 1), and
H6/H8(i)-H6/H8(i + 1) distances (from X-ray structures
and NOE data), the  - ζ values in X-ray structures, and
31P chemical shifts in solution (58). The population of the
BI form is seen to vary from ∼60% for GpA base steps to
100% for ApT and TpT base steps (Table 7 and Figure 9).
Order Parameters. Generalized order parameters (S2) can
be directly calculated from the ensembles using the equation
Ne Ne

S ) ∑∑ΓiΓj[3 cos2(ui‚uj) - 1]
2

(14)

i)1 j>1

where ui is a unit vector along the bond in question in
ensemble member i and Γi is the weight associated with
ensemble member i (31, 59). S2 values for representative
C-H sugar and base bonds are displayed in Figure 10. The
average value of S2 decreases slightly with a larger ensemble
size, but the pattern as a function of nucleotide number
remains consistent. On the basis of cross-validation results,
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FIGURE 11: Correlation between calculated and experimental S2
order parameters. The experimental values were taken from ref 60
and are derived from 13C relaxation NMR studies on the Dickerson
DNA dodecamer using an axially symmetric rotational diffusion
model. The Pearson correlation coefficients between observed and
calculated values are 0.80 for Ne ) 2, 0.89 for Ne ) 4, and 0.91
for Ne ) 8. Error bars indicate variation among the 50 computed
ensembles.

we believe that the S2 values obtained from the Ne ) 4
ensemble are probably the most reliable with average values
(excluding the terminal bases) of 0.93 ( 0.04 for the base
C-H bonds and 0.85 ( 0.06, 0.82 ( 0.07, 0.69 ( 0.14,
and 0.71 ( 0.12 for the C4′-H4′, C3′-H3′, C2′-H2′, and
C1′-H1′ sugar C-H bonds, respectively. Interestingly, not
only do the C1′-H1′ and C2′-H2′ bonds exhibit the largest
motion (smallest S2 values) but they also display the most
marked alternating pattern that is reproduced for all ensemble
sizes.
Also shown in Figure 10 are the experimentally determined
S2 values for the C1′-H1′, C3′-H3′, and C4′-H4′ bond
vectors derived from recent 13C relaxation measurements on
the DNA dodecamer (60). The latter reflect motions on the
subnanosecond time scale. The experimental and calculated
S2 values are consistent with one another and highly
correlated for the Ne ) 4 and 8 ensembles as shown in Figure
11. The Pearson correlation coefficient between observed
and calculated S2 values is 0.80 for the Ne ) 2 ensembles
but is increased to 0.89 and 0.91 for the Ne ) 4 and 8
ensembles, respectively. Thus, one can conclude that the Ne
) 4 and 8 ensembles reproduce the experimentally observed
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amplitudes of motion for the C1′-H1′, C3′-H3′, and C4′H4′ bond vectors in solution. It is worth noting that the
calculated S2 values for the dodecamer are also consistent
with experimental values for several other similarly sized
DNA duplexes (61, 62).
To understand the origin of the trend in S2 values observed
for base and sugar C-H bonds, it is instructive to visually
look at a pictorial representation of the conformational space
sampled by ensemble members within a given nucleotide.
This is illustrated in Figure 12 by the stereoview of the A6
nucleotide taken from a representative Ne ) 4 ensemble. It
is readily seen that, while displaced, the base C8-H8 bond
vector takes the same orientation in each ensemble member,
and hence the large value of S2. In contrast, sugar pucker
motion within the deoxyribose results in significant angular
reorientation of the C1′-H1′ bond, thereby accounting for
its low S2 value.
B Factors. Another metric of the amplitude of atomic
motions is provided by the thermal B factors. The B factor
for atom i, Bi, can be computed as Bi ) 8π2〈ri2〉e, where 〈ri2〉
is the mean-square displacement of atom i. Figure 13 shows
histograms for the distribution of the average B factors,
excluding the terminal base pairs, for the base atoms, the
deoxyribose sugars, and the phosphate groups of the Ne ) 4
ensembles. As expected, the atomic displacements correlate
with the amplitudes of the various base, sugar, and phosphate
motions depicted in Figures 7-9 and increase in the
following order: base atoms < sugar atoms < phosphate
atoms with average B values of 36 ( 10, 44 ( 15, and 50
( 27 Å2 and ranges of ∼20-70, ∼20-105, and ∼20-130
Å2, respectively. The magnitudes of the B factors for the Ne
) 4 ensembles are similar to those observed for the 1.6 Å
resolution crystal structure (33) which displays average B
values of 27 ( 8, 42 ( 12, and 51 ( 10 Å2 and
corresponding ranges of 9-47, 18-73, and 28-79 Å2,
respectively. Both the NMR and X-ray B factors are also
consistent with the results of molecular dynamics simulations
on the DNA dodecamer in water (63).
Concluding Remarks. In this paper, we have shown that a
realistic picture of motional amplitudes within the Dickerson
DNA dodecamer can be obtained by ensemble refinement
against NMR (RDC, 31P CSA, 3JH3′-P and NOE) and solution
X-ray scattering data. A single structure representation (Ne
) 1) fails to account for all the experimental data since it
cannot reproduce the solution X-ray scattering curves (Figure
5 and Table 5) and does not describe well the extensive RDC
data sets (Figure 3 and Table 2). Further, when Ne ) 1, the
introduction of 31P-H3′ RDCs and 31P CSA restraints
increases the disagreement with the solution X-ray scattering
data, providing direct evidence of the presence of significant
anisotropic motion. All the experimental data can be
reconciled by ensemble refinement to represent the amplitude
of atomic motions. Cross validation against both the RDC
(Figure 4) and X-ray scattering (Figure 6) data suggests that
for the current experimental data, an ensemble size of 4 is
optimal. Indeed, with ensemble sizes of 4 or 8, the solution
X-ray scattering data can be reproduced on the basis of the
RDC and CSA restraints without including the X-ray
scattering term in the refinement if a small number of
ensembles with an incorrect peak pattern are filtered out
(Table 5). Although RDC, 31P CSA, and X-scattering data
sample motions from the picosecond to millisecond time
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FIGURE 12: Stereoview of the A6 nucleotide for a representative Ne ) 4 ensemble. C-H bond vectors, represented by green and white
rods, are labeled for the C8-H8, C1′-H1′, C2′-H2′, C3′-H3′, and C4′-H4′ bonds.

extensive conformational fluctuations are observed at the base
pair level, thereby permitting DNA to readily adopt a local
conformation that optimally matches that of the binding
surface on DNA binding proteins.
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FIGURE 13: Histogram of the B factors for the base (blue), sugar
(lilac), and phosphate (red) atoms averaged over the top 50 Ne )
4 ensembles.

scales, the motional amplitudes observed in the Ne ) 4 or 8
ensemble-refined structures agree reasonably well with the
available experimental order parameters for the C1′-H1′,
C3′-H3′, and C4′-H4′ bond vectors derived from 13C
relaxation NMR studies which sample motions only on the
subnanosecond time scale.
Analysis of multiple ensembles permits one to analyze the
conformational space sampled by various helical parameters
(helical twist and rise and base pair tilt, roll, and propeller
twist), the deoxyribose sugars, and the sugar-phosphate
backbone. The motional amplitudes, characterized by calculated generalized order parameters, are smallest for the
bases and largest for the sugars (in particular, the C1′-H1′
and C2′-H2′/2′′ vectors). While the average helical parameters are typical of B-DNA, quite large rms fluctuations
within an ensemble are observed. For the Ne ) 4 ensembles,
excluding the terminal base pairs where fraying may occur,
the rms fluctuations in helical twist, rise, tilt, roll, and
propeller twist range from ∼3° to 4°, ∼0.3 to 0.6 Å, ∼5° to
25°, ∼9° to 18°, and ∼15° to 30°, respectively. The
deoxyribose rings sample a range of sugar puckers from pure
C2′-endo to C1′-exo with some evidence of rare C3′-endo
forms. In addition, both BI and BII phosphate conformations
are observed, with the BI conformation being predominant
(ranging from 50 to 100%, depending on the base step). The
fraction of the BI and BII forms computed for the Ne ) 4
and 8 ensembles is found to be fully consistent with
empirically predicted values (58) for the different base steps.
The motional amplitudes observed in the current work are
important since they demonstrate that although DNA behaves
as a rigid polymer in terms of persistence length, quite

SUPPORTING INFORMATION AVAILABLE
Eight tables detailing helical parameters and sugar and
torsion-angle parameters for Ne ) 1, 2, 4, and 8 ensembles.
This material is available free of charge via the Internet at
http://pubs.acs.org.
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